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A new year, an ungoing crisis, a 

world of opportunities 
 

As we enter a new year, we look forward at the quality 

opportunities that lie ahead. VCK, the Belgian Association 

for Quality got a hold of its members and discussed the 

state of quality in Belgium during this ungoing global 

pandemic. A look ahead and the changes that are shaping 

our future in quality. 
  

The tumultuous year 2020 

saw major changes in the way that people 

conduct their business and how we look at 

quality management. Months of  
teleworking and social distancing are threa-

tening the quality culture of organisations. 

It’s also clear that the digitization of quality 

and business processes has to become a 

priority. But this global crisis brought a 

whole lot of opportunities as well.  
VCK, the Belgian Association for Quality, 

organized weekly online webinars, by rea-

ching out to international quality organisa-

tions, we gained some valuable insights. 

We were able to connect with our mem-bers 

like never before by brainstorming online 

through multiple Task Forces. The VCK 

Quality Day, our annual congress became a 

digital success story with a fully dedicated 

platform and over 20 presen-tations. Like 

our members, we felt a need to progress 

digitally. That’s why we are undergoing a 

digital transformation to get even closer to 

the needs of our members and to connect 

people through the oppor-tunities, 

sustainability and advantages of quality 

management. 

 
 
 
VCK is, and has been, the centre for 

all quality professionals in Belgium for 

over thirty years. Our network exists of 

over 200 diverse organisations that 

believe in quality as a springboard 

towards growth and sustainability. By 

bringing our mem-bers together, we 

gain new insights and try to stimulate 

innovation, creativity and progress. 

 
A new beginning  
One of VCK’s strengths is the multitude of 

industries that our members hail from. This 

gives us a good idea of how these or-

ganisations perceive quality and what the 

impact of quality can be. We started 2021 

by interviewing a diverse selection of our 

members to find out their aspirations, focu-

ses and resolutions for the new year. With 

this interview, we got a glimpse of how 

organisations are looking at quality with the 

future in mind, a quality perspective of what 

will become the ‘new normal’. 

 
Constant Development  
In 2020 we saw a lot of new initiatives, 

some were reactive, some were meant to 

 

 
 
 
stay. It’s in the viable developments 

that opportunities can arise. But which 

chan-ges caused the most added 

value in the last months?  
Digitisation seems to be the crucial factor. 

On the one hand, it makes collaborating 

and sharing knowledge with colleagues 

easier, on the other, it helps to find new 

opportuni-ties and lets you gain new 

customer insights quicker. Industry 4.0 

developments, which go hand in hand with 

digitisation, can help to improve the overall 

equipment effective-ness.  
Other initiatives that were mentioned are 

more concrete like the transition from 

OHSAS to ISO 45001 which made the 

High Level Structure applicable, or the 

in-ternationalisation of QMS to make 

accre-ditation schemes a 100% 

consistent in various countries. There 

was also the acknowledgement that 

when quality pro-cesses are dynamic 

and risk-based, the resilience of your 

organisation goes up. Adjustments and 

constant improvemen-ts become easier 

and the organisation as well as its 

stakeholders become more attentive. 
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Figura 1 VCK CONGRES 2020 – A FULLY DIGITAL VCK QUALITY DAY  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figura 2 QUALITY MEETINGS WITH SOME OF OUR VCK MEMBERS  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Quality and Sustainability:  
integrated common goals  
In 2015, the United Nations laid out the 

Sustainable Development Goals for 2030. 

17 goals to transform the world for the 

better. More and more organisations tend to 

incorporate these SDG’s into their busi-

ness plan, but how does it fit into Quality 

Management? Of course, this depends on 

the industry that you’re active in. Howe-ver, 

in almost all cases, sustainability has 

become part of the quality processes. It is 

paramount to integrate sustainability into 

the QMS systems and to involve all levels 

of the organisations, top down and bottom 

up to achieve these goals and to cons-

tantly improve your business. 

 
Covid 19: the rise of 

opportunities or some 

serious setbacks?  
Covid 19 has had an impact on all of us. This 

crisis has accelerated digitisation, made our 

way of working more flexible and created new 

opportunities. But while the attention was 

shifted to susceptive priorities, other processes 

were being neglected. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
All the above doesn’t mean that all un-

dertakings have a positive effect on or-

ganisations. Some developments could 

have some negative consequences as well. 

Our members pointed out the lack of clear 

communication and collaboration, especially 

when it comes to long distance working. 

Although it’s clear that digitisa-tion can have 

a positive impact, an over-load in data 

capturing and the digitisation of quality 

methods like PDCA (Plan, Do, Check, Act) 

and DMAIC (Define, Measu- 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

re, Analyze, Improve, Control) can 

lead to an unsustainable workload. It is 

im-portant to streamline these 

methods to avoid waste.  
The ongoing pandemic brought about a 

lot of extra safety measures which lead 

to extra paperwork, or worse, disrupt the 

quality processes that were put in place  
– which can lead to counter-productive 

scenarios. It is therefore important to 

retain focus and to prioritize when it 

comes to im-plementing new initiatives. 

Katrien Cardoen, Vice President of Quali-ty 

at Ontex put it this way: “Ontex produ-ces 

essential hygiene products for people of all 

ages and these are indispensable for 

consumers, patients and caregivers. There 

was an enormous motivation of our team 

that came to work in difficult circums-

tances, giving the best of themselves, often 

with extra precautions that do not always 

make it easy to communicate with each 

other... In addition, we started up a new 

face mask production line to protect 

ourselves and the caretakers in Belgium. 

Maintaining necessary training programs 

continues to be a big challenge that needs 

to be adjusted constantly. The focus lied 

mainly on correct production with less 

atten-tion to ongoing improvement 

processes and the growth of people.” 

 
The road to Business 

Continuity 
Business continuity plans have never been 

so important. But our members gave a very 
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diverse set of answers when we asked 

them how they closed the gap between 

quality and business continuity. Improve-

ment plans and better risk management are 

some of the main priorities. A couple of 

answers were about checking the com-

petencies of employees, train and adjust 

where necessary, to consider an integrated 

ERP system and to set up a business conti-

nuity plan, to prepare your organisation for 

prolonged or new crises. 
 
Two internal auditors, Thomas Wouters & 

Anja De Bruyn, from the Antwerp Police, 

had an employee-focused answer to this 

question: “Due to the permanent crisis 

response, the attention for well-being has 

also increased. Many of our employees 

perform tasks in ‘the front line’, they come 

into contact with the entire population, and 

run a permanent risk of infection. Our pro-

cedures and guidelines are therefore more 

focused on the health of our employees. 

This translates into, among other things, 

performing risk analyses in a more syste-

matic way…” 

 
Thinking outside the box  
Creativity has become important when it 

comes to finding solutions in these ever--

changing times and inspiration remains so-

mething that is created while communica-

ting with each other. We all had to change 

the way we communicate during our new 

ways of working. But it is important to stay 

in touch to be able to set up new ideas and 

plans. Some of them are about the way we 

work and how we stay motivated. 
 
For instance, gamification and working with 

check-lists are some examples of how our 

members are implementing their creativity. 

But the most important factor of thinking 

outside the box remains talking to 

colleagues, brainstorming and attending 

webinars. New ways of reconnecting and 

networking can stimulate creativity and 

open your mind to new ideas and methods. 

VCK tries to provide numerous ways to 

facilitate connecting with new quality pro-

fessionals in Belgium and to gather new 

and refreshing ideas, which our members 

gladly acknowledged in their answers. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

So far apart, yet so close  
In 2019, VCK organised a congress 

on Quality Culture, a topic that 

remains incre-dibly relevant, especially 

now our busines-ses have been 

turned upside-down and inside out.  
Rik Beckaert, responsible for Auditing 

Quality Management & Information Se-

curity at the Belgian telecom company, 

Proximus, answered this when we asked 

him how he stayed on top of the culture in 

his organisation: “The ‘size’ of our organi-

zation is a factor that does not make this 

easy… Staying ‘in sync’ in digital times has 

become more difficult: you no longer just 

drop by while everyone is working from 

home and there are no longer any real staff 

meetings where you just map out every-

thing on a whiteboard ... That is why it is of 

the utmost importance to regularly review 

the quality strategy and thus ensure a uni-

form vision. Our quarterly management 

review meetings are the forum par exce-

llence for this. These meetings are used to 

raise mandatory topics, but just as much to 

boost that culture and to keep the debate 

on the right direction alive.” 
 
As much as it is important to stay 

inspired by colleagues, it is critical to 

stay in touch with them and check on the 

quality proces-ses to keep everyone 

looking in the same direction. 

 
Recognition and satisfaction  
It is not uncommon to recognise collea-

gues and teams and to celebrate those 

accomplishments that are crucial to 

orga-nisations. But at the time of writing, 

the Bel-gian government has made 

working from home mandatory for many 

months now, making face-to-face and 

physical recogni-tion virtually impossible.  
When we asked our members on this topic, 

it became apparent that the pan-demic 

caused a giant setback in keeping 

employees motivated. New initiatives re-

garding recognition are put on hold, and the 

virtual drinks that seemed like a good idea 

aren’t hitting the mark. It remains im-portant 

to recognise much needed wins by naming 

the people responsible and 
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Figura 3 VCK CONGRES 2019 – ON QUALITY CULTURE  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Some 

important 

Takeaway 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
emphasising achievements in all com-

munications, whether internal or external. 

Involving top-level management in this 

acknowledgement can help tremendou-

sly as well. Personal recognition has truly 

become more important than ever, 

althou-gh it has become significantly 

harder to put in place. 
 
 
The advantages of digital 

processes 
In questioning our members, everyone 

agreed on experiencing advantages of the 

digitisation of their processes. It forces all of 

us to move and think quicker: Document 

management systems make it easier to 

collaborate online and new tools make it 

easier to process data and to setup new 

ways to communicate and share. 
 
AI and automation are replacing more 

and more manual processes and can do 

this on a larger scale. Investing in new 

digital solutions for your management 

systems have never been so important.  
Kurt De Somviele, Senior Manager Manu-

facturing Quality EMEA & APAC at Newell 

Brands, gave us this answer in correlation 

with his quality processes: “In order to ad- 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
dress the different priorities, we have split 

the tasks into results and skills, equipment 

and facility, and Lean Six Sigma optimiza-

tion. All packs have their own deliverables. 

So, for example KPI’s are now always up to 

date and aligned, instead of being captu-red 

during monthly reviews.” 

 
Change and determination  
All of our interviewees are transforming their 

organisations in one way or the other, 

looking for constant optimisation. In their 

resolutions for 2021 it became clear that 

they want to strengthen their manage-ment 

systems, succeed in building and executing 

digital strategies and influen-ce their 

colleagues and managers on the 

importance of sustainable quality plans. 

Chantal Vancanneyt, lead auditor and 

project manager at Belgorail, sends out a 

positive note to all quality managers: “We 

need to get quality managers to keep an 

open-minded attitude. An attitude where 

they try to identify the good, effective and 

structured factors, instead of focusing on 

the inhibiting elements.” Q 

 

 

▶ Digitisation holds many 

opportunities, but should 

be implemented 

throughout the entire 

organisation and without 

losing focus on efficient 

processes. 
 
▶ Quality culture in 

organisations has become 

more fragile during the 

pandemic. It is important to 

stay connected and to 

keep improving, albeit by 

working in smaller groups. 
 
▶ A sustainable future lies in 

a qualitative business 

continuity plan: it 

eliminates current and 

future risks, and motivates 

colleagues. Involving 

management is crucial in 

leading by example. 
 
▶ Creativity and open-minded 

thinking can help 

immensely to transform 

your business. By 

communicating with 

colleagues, external 

partners and quality 

organisations, like VCK, 

you gain new insights that 

may well give a boost to 

your quality management. 
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